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Abstract—Many disciplines need to visualize and interact
with high resolution media collections for big data analytics and
dissemination of their findings. Tiled display environments have
addressed the hardware requirements for such systems and can
be scaled up to fill entire rooms. On the other hand, enabling
programmers from numerous disciplines to develop software
that scales respectively with tiled display environments without
introducing the complexities of networked computer clusters is
not trivial. This paper explains the specific software requirements
for such environments, explores related software products, and
presents a media-centric solution which abstracts the complexities
of tiled display environments away from application developers
- the MediaCommons Framework.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

With so many fields producing and required to visualize
media within large data sets, research into cluster data distribution has increased. With the introduction of technology such as
the OptIPortal [1], and its later evolution as shown in Figure 1,
it became simpler to deploy and scale the hardware needed for
high resolution, networked visualization systems. Since these
tiled display environments offer large quantities of pixel realestate, numerous middleware approaches have been produced
to enable graphical applications to make use of the high pixel
count. Naturally, each middleware has dealt with conflicting
requirements in regards to the development, deployment, and
increased visual and computational power of the applications
they enabled.

II.

R EQUIREMENTS

For a big data visualization middleware to be useful to the
most disciplines, it must strive to minimize the complexities
of large scale visualization systems while enabling as much
of the system’s visual and computational potential as possible.
It is worth noting that tools should still be made available to
the application developers to handle cluster complexity, even
when the framework has abstracted away the details by default.
The exact applications which are to be run are not known
from initial development, thus the middleware must minimize
assumptions made on application logic to avoid imposing upon
creative design.
The OptIPortal, a planar tiled display environment, was
designed at the California Institute of Telecommunications and
Information Technology (Calit2). As the primary planar tiled
display environments at Calit2, evolutions of the OptIPortal
were the hardware systems that viable middleware would
be deployed upon. The following requirements were used to
describe the support desired by such middleware:
•

Scalable resolution via distributed rendering

•

Scalable computational potential via distributed execution

•

Extensible application logic

•

Abstracts networked cluster complexity away from
individual applications

Through the discussion of requirements for a tiled display
environment’s middleware, that are admittedly derived namely
through prior experience, and the evaluation of current middlewares available for tiled display environments such as the
OptIPortal, the MediaCommons Framework was designed. It
aimed to enable graphical developers with minimal networked
cluster experience to create applications whose display resolution and computational potential could scale up proportionally
to the hardware making up the tiled display environment.

•

Enables application specific cluster communication
and synchronization

•

Interaction designed for planar tiled display walls

•

Supports collaboration with remote environments

•

Supports collaboration with independent applications

•

Numerous media data types supported natively and
extensible to more
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•

Scene management with scene graph optimizations

Some of the requirements contradict, such as having extensible application logic along with multi-media type supports.
These requirements were still accepted since they address a direct concern recognized through interdisciplinary experiences.

Other middleware products were considered, both as full
solutions and as modules to build atop of. While all of the middleware products enabled applications to be rendered on tiled
display environments, they each targeted differing application
and development needs. This section will briefly explore the
advantages of each middleware, focusing on the points that
were used to evaluate each middleware’s compliance with the
requirements mentioned previously.

reality features, such as user tracking and rendering within
CAVEs [9] [10] - 3D articulated display environments. CalVR
also encapsulates OpenSceneGraph [11], which includes numerous plugins to support the loading and visualization of
many common media data types. Default manipulation of such
media is supported natively via the notion of SceneObjects encapsulated data objects. Further, CalVR is designed around
a plugin framework, allowing specific applications to be developed independently and executed simultaneously in a single
space, such as individual plugins for differing media types.

A. Available Middleware

B. Requirement Evaluation

One subset of middlewares used a man-in-the-middle approach which executed the desired graphical application on
the cluster’s head node while acting as a proxy for a graphical
API. When API calls were received from the application, the
head node sent them on to the graphical API on each of the
rendering nodes, thus enabling a single application to be rendered across the tiled display environment. The Chromium [2]
architecture centered around OpenGL applications, allowing
the environment to render generic 3D applications. DMX [3]
focused on X11 environments and worked in conjunction with
Xinerama. Similar to Chromium, an application would execute
on a single machine and have its graphical API calls rerouted
to a cluster of render nodes. By intercepting calls to an X
server, DMX was able to produce a unified, tiled display
windowing environment. Both Chromium and DMX used a
single head node to execute an application and route rendering
calls to display nodes, thus scaling up rendering beyond a
single computer but not the computational potential.

Despite the successes and contributions made by the middleware available, none of the options fit the requirements as
outlined, as shown in Figure 2. Chromium, DMX and SAGE
do not scale up with respect to the tiled display environments
envisioned. CGLX and CalVR both mitigate the scale concern
yet lack other features.

III.

R ELATED W ORK

SAGE [4] [5] [6] took an approach that separates the
rendering and the display of pixels. Clusters of machines would
render applications and then stream the pixel data via RGB
buffers to the display cluster attached to the tiled display
environment. Such an architecture enables both numerous
applications to be rendered and numerous clusters to handle
the rendering. SAGE is therefore able to scale up in terms
of both computational potential of the rendering nodes and
distributed display nodes, although the pixel streaming does
introduce a network bandwidth bottleneck that can be saturated
via dynamic, real-time applications on a large enough tiled
display environment. This improves scalability beyond what is
offered by Chromium and DMX, but is not able to keep up
with the scalability of tiled display environments.
CGLX [7] and CalVR [8] are two middlewares that took
a parallel execution approach, in which a head node and all
render nodes execute the desired application. Support is also
offered for intra-node communication and synchronization.
Examples include communication to distribute input events
and synchronization before rendered buffers are drawn on
the displays. This approach mitigates the network bandwidth
bottleneck between rendering and displaying by collocating the
two concerns on the same nodes, therefore limiting bandwidth
usage to event sharing and drawing synchronization. CGLX
includes assumptions of a planar tiled display wall, and mimics
a common graphics windowing library, GLUT. Standard keyboard and pointer inputs are propagated from the head node to
the render nodes. This enables GLUT applications to run atop
of CGLX with changes often as minimal as relinking during
compilation. CalVR focused on implementing core virtual

It is paramount to recognize that the middleware options
which abstracted away the complexity of cluster development
also limited the potential to leverage the cluster. While they
offered attractive solutions to display numerous applications
within tiled display environments, they are fundamentally
limited in that they cannot scale up to the current needs of
a subset of applications for tiled display environments, which
this paper targets. Although other options have not developed
all the tools that could abstract cluster complexity away from
the application developers, that is due to a lack of development,
not a fundamental limitation of the middleware architecture.
IV.

S OLUTION

Although existing middleware did not fit all the needs of
the growing hardware environments, two options did emerge
as viable modules to build from - CGLX and CalVR. CalVR
presented three major advantages over CGLX: native support
for extensible media types, scene management and a collaborative plugin. CGLX supported planar interactions without
the overhead of 3D virtual reality input systems. The first
two advantages of CalVR, respectively, stemmed from OpenSceneGraph. The third advantage required more development
if it was to hit both collaboration requirements. To minimize
necessary development, CGLX was integrated with the rendering modules of OpenSceneGraph, leaving both collaboration
requirements to be developed. The resulting product was titled
the MediaCommons Framework.
A. Internally Developed Requirements
Although many requirements and features were natively
supported via CGLX and OpenSceneGraph, a few required
development. The MediaCommons Framework aimed to ease
graphical application development for tiled display environments via the abstraction of scaling networked cluster complexities. While preventing the need for developers to implement the complexities themselves, the framework also aimed
to enable hooks for developers to take advantage of the cluster
when desired. Many basic requirements were handled trivially
via CGLX, such as OpenSceneGraph rendering callbacks and
scene management calls being synchronized and input events
being communicated from the head node to the render nodes.

The remainder of this section will discuss specific requirements that the MediaCommons Framework has implemented
to further ease development for tiled display application development.
1) Extendable Media Data Types: While OpenSceneGraph
can load and spatially manipulate common media types, such
as images, videos and models, it does not enable cluster
specific optimizations. To this end, MediaCommons implemented RenderableDataObjects, similar to CalVR’s SceneObjects, which wrap the OpenSceneGraph nodes and enable
higher level media manipulation by type. Since both CGLX
and OpenSceneGraph are visible within the scope of MediaCommons, a RenderableDataObject can be extended for internal cluster-centric optimizations while providing an interface
to applications for manipulating the object as a whole.
The most prevalent optimizations come in the form of tiling
media data, splitting it into smaller parts to allow the nodes
in the cluster to focus only on the computation and rendering
necessary for data which will be displayed by that node. By
implementing the image tiling concepts of [12] within OpenSceneGraph nodes, numerous multi-giga-pixel images can be
displayed on a tiled display wall while leveraging the scene
management and rendering tools offered via scene graphs, such
as position, scale and occlusion. For high resolution images,
the tiles of each image make up a subgraph which dynamically
adjusts itself during the update traversal of the scene graph. As
far as application developers are concerned, they can position
and scale a single RenderableDataObject as desired, in this
case a high resolution image. The MediaCommons Framework
has effectively abstracted away the complexities of such a task
by transparently resolving the level of detail for the individual
tiles of the image, loading the appropriate data in a second
thread, and applying the data to the scene graph independently
for each render node.
Dynamic media can similarly benefit from cluster optimization. For videos a similar tiled approach [13] was used
which loaded tiled videos, provided textures for each tile,
internally synchronized the tiles, and supported an interface to
enable and disable the playback of tiles. The MediaCommons
Framework applied the textures provided by the video library
to OpenSceneGraph quads which were positioned respective
to each other in a scene subgraph. The subgraph was encapsulated within a single RenderableDataObject which allowed
applications to treat the collection of video tiles as a single
video. Internally, each render node would determine which
tiles it was to draw and which were culled, via hooks into
the OpenSceneGraph culling traversal, and would then instruct
the video library as to which video tiles would be visible. An
example is shown in Figure 3.
Similar approaches were created for non-planar media as
well, such as panoramic images (see Figures 1 and 4) which
would apply the image data to a sphere, point clouds, and well
constructed 3D models. By extending RenderableDataObjects,
modules native to the MediaCommons Framework that exist
outside of both CGLX and OpenSceneGraph, further features
could be developed and applied to the media being displayed.
2) Collaboration: The driving project behind the collaboration of media objects was a port of the Sonnotile [14] project
which was previously integrated into a CGLX application.

Sonnotile enhanced both analysis and immersion of high
resolution image viewing via embedded sound annotations that
would spatially trigger. The goal of supporting Sonnotile via
the MediaCommons Framework was dual pronged. First, it
enabled sound annotations to be added to numerous media
types, as opposed to the limitation of high resolution, planar
images. Second, it included development towards a collaborative environment between remote applications.
A collaboration server was developed external to the MediaCommons Framework, capable of sharing object states between connecting clients. Modules were developed to provide
an interface for the clients, both to connect to the server and
to extend the states the server would accept. The RenderableDataObjects were refactored to be state-based, so that any
information required to spatially locate them or to determine
their physical size was stored in such states. Annotation states
were created and applied to the RenderableDataObjects which
included where and what each annotation was. The prior work
from Sonnotile was refactored by Zachary Seldess, Sonnotile’s
creator, into a tiled display environment audio server that connected to the collaboration server. As RenderableDataObjects
were interacted with, such as a change in scale or location,
the Sonnotile audio server reacted by rendering spatially and
visually accurate sound as triggered by the annotations.
Following the development of remote application collaboration with Sonnotile, it was trivial to add additional states to
the RenderableDataObjects as well as other modules within
the framework. This included states that could load media
types currently supported via the framework, which allowed
remote tiled display environments to manipulate media in
a collaborated virtual space. This also enabled tiled display
environments to alert one another of their existence, allowing
for best effort locking of media objects by users as well as
user cues such as color coding the RenderableDataObjects
selected by differing users. While not required, tiled display
applications used the head node to communicate with the
collaboration server, which could then share the returned states
with the render nodes in a synchronized manner, minimizing
bandwidth requirements and ensuring a unified display of the
virtual environment.
3) Media Manipulation: Media manipulation, such as
placement and size, has been simplified via the use of RenderableDataObjects. The framework has thus far left it up
to individual applications to determine how to manipulate
the media shown. Two primary modes of interaction become
prevalent throughout the MediaCommons Framework development: manual via users and automatic via scripting.
For data analytics and guided tours through tiled display
environments and ad-hoc presentations where users wished to
interact with the media directly, manual controls were used.
To compliment manual interaction on the planar tiled display
wall, a widget system was developed which locks widgets
to the screen and renders them orthogonally after the media
objects have been drawn, preventing the widget interfaces from
becoming hidden or unreachable. The widget system has been
extended to include menus (see Figure 4), buttons and text
annotations, which have been used to change application logic,
toggle application options, browse the file system for media to
load, perform application specific tasks, and display metadata
about currently shown media objects.

Applications that are meant to run for an extended duration,
such as ambient background visualizations or exhibitions that
loop media content for multiple days, such as [15], benefit
from non-manual interaction. Such applications built off of
the MediaCommons Framework have included script parsing
of XML files and an event loop to manage the loading,
placement, scale, animation, and removal of media. As the
media manipulation of RenderableDataObjects is supported by
all MediaCommons applications, such applications’ developers
need only implement the logic to connect their scripts to the
manipulation, without the need to address the complexities put
forth by tiled display environments.
V.

C ONCLUSION

The MediaCommons Framework, incorporating modules
from both CGLX and OpenSceneGraph, has provided a means
for the development of media-centric graphical applications
that can scale with respect to tiled display environments while
abstracting complexities of the cluster environments away from
media-application developers. Application developers are able
to ignore the details behind rendering the supported media
objects in the distributed rendering cluster and can instead
focus on developing a consistent user experience for media
exploration. By abstracting the element of the tiled display
environment out of the application and into the framework,
application developers can do a majority of their testing,
prototyping and debugging on a single desktop computer, only
requiring the tiled display environment for final analysis.
The MediaCommons Framework has been used to effectively deploy a handful of applications, targeting differing
goals and disciplines. Applications using the MediaCommons
Framework support numerous tours and presentations throughout Calit2 on a daily basis, and served visualizations for the
Designing Geopolitics 2 [16] conference, the UCSD Alumni
Gala 2012, and the ”Exodus: Out of Egypt” [15] exhibition.
All but one of the MediaCommons applications thus far have
been developed in 3 to 6 days with only 1 or 2 developers.
Although specific efforts have also been taken towards supporting cultural heritage [15] [17], such advances to the framework
can be effective for any discipline wishing to quickly develop
media-centric applications for tiled display environments, as
evidenced by its usage within non-cultural events.
VI.
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Fig. 1.
A panoramic image of Luxor displayed in a MediaCommons
application on a Calit2 tiled display environment made of OptIPortables.
Fig. 3. A 4K video of a tornado simulation rendered in a MediaCommons
application via the tiled video playback library [13].
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Fig. 2. Middleware Compliance Table: Records the level of support each
middleware offers to the requirements enumerated in the Requirements section.
Legend: Supported, G
#Undeveloped, #Contrary to Architecture

Fig. 4.
A MediaCommons application displaying 4K tiled videos, high
resolution images, and panoramic images across a tiled display wall.

